Corporate environments today continually evolve with the ever-changing world of modernization, innovation, “Going Green” campaigns, with the need for effective employee communications. 22MILES meets all of those needs with a multimedia communications platform that boosts corporate staff, guest, and visitor engagements, allows for real-time message updates, room booking integrations, feature video walls, virtual receptionist, and an interactive 3D wayfinding experience on all digital devices. Of course, a Smart Building going “paperless” is also a key benefit of digital signage.

22MILES Unique Corporate Features and Applications

- **Real-Time Data/API Integrations**
  Auto-Sync any management software, such as AD, SSO, Tableau, or Archibus, for real-time data information

- **Improve Meeting Management**
  Increase last minute meeting clutters by adding room booking capability with O365, Google, EMS, or Condeco read/write scheduling integrations

- **Smart Pathway (Automatic Destination Routing)**
  Intelligent built-in wayfinding algorithm that auto-generates directions based on shortest path and ease of accessibility

- **Hardware Agnostic**
  Player OS compatibility with Windows, Linux, Android, HTML5 players (SOC, Brightsign, ChromEOS) and easy connection to any LCD and LED manufacturers

- **Smart Search**
  Built-in interactive keyboard for easy final destination searching. Dynamic keyboards can all be customizable with any button layout for quick type controls

- **Dynamic Pop-ups + Triggers**
  Pop-up descriptions and images, product promotions, spotlight events, and listed information. Trigger Hoteling and hot-desking dynamic map design for real time room occupancy & people finder. (Pop-ups and dynamic room highlights all customizable)

- **Desktop Notification**
  Create a corporate employee PC experience w/ screen saver, background, or widget based notifications for HR info, news, emergency alerts, or evacuation wayfinding to any desktop PC

- **Live Virtual Receptionist**
  Live support through Cisco Jabber, Skype for Business, or VoIP integrations for true smart building digital experience
Large to small organizations need to encourage efficiency and time-managed solutions that are impactful and stimulating. Each building needs to drive new tenants to their offices with a building directory, provide wayfinding for visitors & rushed staff, recognize excellence, provide alerts, HR announcements, show wins, and even request feedback or surveys to be completed.

“A McKinsey report concluded that, improved communication and collaboration through social technologies, such as digital signage, could raise the productivity of interaction workers by 20 to 25 percent.”

22MILES Digital Signage and Wayfinding Solutions

- Cloud based
- Limitless design user-friendly, Drag & Drop CMS
- Security and Authentication Controls
- Web/URL based open API capable App (no downloading necessary)
- iOS/Android native mobile apps - fully editable in-house user customizations
- Augmented Reality is now a Reality
- HTML5 Tizen, LG WebOS BrightSign, ChromeOS and more
- BLE/WIFI indoor positioning for automatic marketing
- Turn-by-turn text and visual indoor navigation capabilities
- Full automation to any 3rd party software - API Integrations (XML, CSV, JSON, SOAP, ICS, LDAP, SQL, RSS, HTML, WordPress, Social Media, and more)